
Plug and play is “in” these days. But when you stick a plug in a socket you obviously don’t want to be playing with fire. Anyone that 
produces electronics or buys or sells it is running a risk. A law as old as the free market. Do components, semi-finished products, 
and end products comply with the standard? It’s only logical that you’re looking for some assurance… 

Testing, inspections, auditing and certification.

KEMA-KEUR

A product that is put on the market on a large scale becomes a 
nightmare if it’s defective. That’s something every manufacturer, 
importer or wholesaler will endorse. Accidents and victims result 
in damage to the corporate image, claims or even a recall.  

Your solution

A well-known safety certification mark with an excellent
reputation helps you to reduce these risks. KEMA-KEUR
offers all the market parties the assurance that end products

or components have been manufactured in accordance
with the prevailing international standards. If you mark your
products with the KEMA-KEUR logo the entire chain - from
producer to consumer - can see at a glance that an electrical
product is safe, thus creating distinctive value in the market
for your products. If KEMA-KEUR has been granted, then
it doesn’t matter where the product was made as far as
safety is concerned. Your products and production location
are under regular surveillance of DEKRA. Rather than just
performing a one-time test, DEKRA monitors conformity
continuously.
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partially or wholly

at the manu-
facturer’s site 

under the super
vision of DEKRA 

Acceptance of the production
site by DEKRA
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site by DEKRA

Adoption of inspection results of 
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On the basis of pre-shipment 
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Supervised Manu- 
facturer’s Testing
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affiliated with 
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Subject to change

Why KEMA-KEUR

KEMA-KEUR is a logical continuation of the steps that must
be taken to obtain CE. This certification mark gives the extra
assurance of an independent test conducted by an expert,
fast, and flexible testing body. KEMA-KEUR is an extremely
well-known certification mark among the industrial and
consumer market and is associated with quality and safety.
KEMA-KEUR has a tremendous professional reputation
within the EU and far beyond.

KEMA-KEUR is possible for the British, French, and Danish
markets for products with an integrated deviant plug.
These products receive KEMA-KEUR to which BS (British
Standard), France or Danmark has been added. DEKRA
is member of all the leading international schemes for
cooperation and recognition in the area of certification.
The most important are CCA (EU and EFTA countries) and
IECEE-CB (worldwide). We also participate in standardization
committees, which means we are always up-to-date on the
latest developments. Anyone that has a CCA or CB report
and certificate from a testing house participating in the
CCA or CB scheme may request KEMA-KEUR at DEKRA.
And when we issue KEMA-KEUR we may also provide a
CCA or CB report and certificate at the same time. This
enables the manufacturer to request certification marks
from other affiliated testing bodies without retesting.

Why DEKRA

We know better than any other certifier under which
pressures your market operates. Time to market is short -
and getting shorter. We do everything feasible to shorten
certification processes.

Moreover, we’re flexible and adapt ourselves as much as possible 
to your development- and production processes. Simply applying 
the standard is not enough for us. We thoroughly examine your 
market and determine where – and especially how – your product 
is used. Needless to say, our flexible mindset is never at the expense 
of our accurateness, objectivity, and independence. Finally, we 
employ an attractive contract structure that makes it possible to 
conclude contracts per certification scheme. The latter means that 
a contract is concluded for a whole category of products and not 
for all the product variants separately. This can result in hefty  
savings, particularly when you put several products within one 
category on the market. 
DEKRA has offices around the globe. As a rule, you’ll be able to 
do business at a location near you and in your own language.  
Fast, safe, and unimpeded on the market?
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